Dear (Name of your friend, family, supporter, or board member goes here),

2018 marks the 16th anniversary of the Jazz for Peace Concert at the United Nations which is now a part of history (http://www.jazzforpeace.org/15). Since then Jazz for Peace has awarded over 850 Grants earning its place as “one of the most significant cultural events of our time”. As part of this special Grant funding process all of your friends, family, colleagues and supporters will be awarded special VIP perks and amenities at the event by the Jazz for Peace Foundation as detailed in the “Jazz for Peace VIP Guest of Honor Fast Facts!” located here:

https://jazzforpeace.wordpress.com/step-2/

In honor of this historic celebration we are applying for a Grant to take our project to the next level and would like you to take a quick minute to click on the link above, check out the introductory video and VIP perks in store for you and your favored guests, and let us know your comments and feedback!

Sincerely,
YOUR NAME and the Name of your project goes here.

How to apply for a Grant from Jazz for Peace™.

After briefly telling us about your cause or project - Help us Introduce you to our Board and prepare you for funding approval by simply sending this letter above (or your own personalized version of it) to a handful or more of your team members and supporters and then forwarding their names and comments to us at info@jazzforpeace.org just as we have detailed in this Easy Instructional Video. To help you understand this step even further, please click HERE for example of clarification and execution.
On Sep 12, 2017, at 10:46 PM, Eric Musonza <info@goldmedalgrads.com> wrote:

Hello Deb,
Thanks so much for allowing us to participate in your grant process! Here is the personalized email I sent out to our organization's network.

Dear (Name of your friend, family, supporter, or board member goes here),

2018 marks the 16th anniversary of the Jazz for Peace Concert at the United Nations which is now a part of history. Since then, Jazz for Peace has awarded over 850 Grants, earning its place as “one of the most significant cultural events of our time”.

As part of this special Grant funding process all of your friends, family, colleagues and supporters will be awarded special VIP perks and amenities at the event by the Jazz for Peace Foundation as detailed in the “Jazz for Peace VIP Guest of Honor Fast Facts!” located here:

https://jazzforpeace.wordpress.com/step-2/

In honor of this historic celebration we are applying for a Grant to take our project to the next level and would like you to take a quick minute to click on the link above, check out the introductory video and VIP perks in store for you and your favored guests, and let us know your comments and feedback!

Sincerely,
Eric Musonza

Below, I’ve gathered the comments I’ve received from our organization’s supporters and team members.
Leslie Byren (Unofficial Advisor): Such an exciting opportunity! I love the work they’re doing.

Trent Hall (Unofficial Advisor): This is certainly an endeavor I support!

Katarina Dodson (Supporter): Wow, thanks for the link! This looks like a great project.

Alondra Argaze (Supporter): I’m so glad this is something you’re part of!

Caleb Brown (Supporter): This is exactly the kind of community action we talked about earlier. And I love jazz!

Prince Okachi (Supporter): I love what Jazz for Peace is doing! What a great group!

Rachel Ponce (Supporter): With all the bad things you see in the news, you forget there are still good people doing great work. I hope they do well!

Cristina Ortiz (Supporter): It’s great to see people using their resources to help others in need.

Darren Oaks (Supporter): What a great way to bring people together for a great cause!

Andrew Kim (Supporter): More people should use their fame and connections like this. This is amazing!

Bradlee Sims (Supporter): Great music and even better social causes – perfect!

Sarah Verden (Supporter): I’m so glad I found out about this! Thanks!

Sonia Ali (Supporter): This is a great way to fund groups with a good cause.

Victor Boluma (Supporter): Anybody can talk the talk, but these guys really go all the way!

Marcus Gurnlow (Supporter): All the time JFP spends to help others is incredible!
Samuel Espada (Supporter): Rising up and changing the world with our own hands! Now that’s what I like to see!

Oluwatobi Akindoju (Chief Operating Officer): Good to see there’s still people working to make the world better!

Harrison Gu (Chief Financial Officer): Music really can change the world. I really like their community outreach too.

In addition, I also have many more commitments that I will be sending you from my own personalized fundraising link (http://jazzforpeace.org/eric.pdf). Please let me know if there's anything else you need from me. Thanks again for your time and energy!
Best,
Eric

It really IS that EASY! (click here for additional examples!)

HELPFUL TIP #1: Before you copy & paste the letter above to your team (or share your personal link with them) be sure to click on the link located in your letter (https://jazzforpeace.wordpress.com/step-2/) and review the introductory video and VIP perks that will be awarded to your guests so you know what you are sending.

HELPFUL TIP #2: Our Easy Instructional Video below explains this step and also details why money all by itself is nowhere near as helpful as a combination of 7 components (money being just one!) that empower an outstanding cause.

Click here for Grant Workshop Video - https://vimeo.com/186064846

Short Attention Span? Click HERE and scroll down to FAQ #35